I.F.C. SPONSORS ALL-CAMPUS THANKSGIVING PROGRAM

Rabbi Alfred Goodman of Temple Israel, Columbus, will be the speaker for the first annual All-Campus Thanksgiving service to be held Thursday evening at 8:00 p.m. on the Quadrangle. After special music each cam-
ter'y made possible by the donation of its final contribution of which was presented to a member of the LeMarrgeo Joyce.

Rabbi Goodman will also address the topic of the meaning of the Thanksgiving Festival at is time, reflecting for the Jewish faith. The I.F.C. will serve refreshments in the Card and present following the program.

LC OUTING CLUB TAKES HIKE

The LaGrange College Outing Club has planned a trip last November to give students and faculty who have enjoyed an interest in the great outdoors a chance to express this interest through hiking activities. The Club has one special outing per quarter. These outings in-
clude hiking on the Appalachian Trail, camping in State and National Forests and possibly having a week-end and hiking trip in the mountains.

On Oct. 26-27, the Club sponsored a hiking trip in the Appalachian Trail. Those participating in this outing were Dr. and Mrs. Zachary Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Hayman, Mrs. B. J. Hayes, Bob McCaughey, Philip Bean, Professor at Auburn U., Martin Chestnut, John Collins, L.C. graduate attending Auburn U., and Rufus Burford.

Saturday morning, the group drove to the mountains. Then the group divided into two groups. One group hiked the trail of the group hiked from the opposite direction. When the two groups met on the trail, they exchanged cars and keys and continued hiking until they reached a car in which to return home. Then we returned to the College gallery on Sunday evening, March 20, 1970.

The exhibition was an attempt to reach a wider audience to be included in the LaGrange College gallery on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 16.

The show featured work by Joe Hopkins of Atlanta, who was honored during the opening reception from 3 to 5 p.m., Sunday.

The exhibition was an attempt to reach a wider audience, and to serve all the students and the faculty of the college. The I.F.C. will serve refreshments in the Card and present following the program.

The exhibition was an attempt to reach a wider audience, and to serve all the students and the faculty of the college. The I.F.C. will serve refreshments in the Card and present following the program.
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Art Exhibit

An exhibition of experimental art which utilizes pho-
tography in three-dimensional form opened in the LaGrange College gallery on Sunday afternoon, Nov. 16.

The show featured works by Joe Hopkins of At-
lan
ta, who was honored during the opening reception from 3 to 5 p.m., Sunday.

The exhibition was an attempt to reach a wider audience, and to serve all the students and the faculty of the college. The I.F.C. will serve refreshments in the Card and present following the program.
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EDITORIAL

Has LaGrange College lost all of its spirit? When asked this question, students, particularly seniors, answered yes. Perhaps some of the old traditions have been dropped but more progressive ones should be there to immediately replace them. What has replaced ratting? That feeling that no freshman has felt in the last two years. The students on the campus are merely content to let things ride along. Once in a blue moon they will group together for a day or two on some pertinent issue, but never for any length of time. Last year they grouped together and cut down the number of ridiculous assemblies. The administration love students like these because they never cause any progressive trouble. What about the strong Junior-Freshmen little brother and sister organization which they, themselves, never knew anything about? Perhaps some of the old traditions have faded away. The hanging of the Greens of course had to be eliminated but what about the ridiculous assemblies? The administration love students always the same few people. The one's that are the "trouble-makers" of the college and gripe at the paper, the Quadrangle, the Scroll, or some other organization which they, themselves, never knew anything about, and no one can do this for the rest of their four years in college. Good night LaGrange College, and good knowing that it'll always be the same when you awaken.

ACHRIStIAN WITNESS
By Gene Collium

There are many legends connected with the story of how Stone- well Jackson got his name, "Stone- well." The most sensible of the story then, when all the troops were breaking and retreat- ing, Jackson stood his ground like a stonewall. Someone yelled, "There goes Jackson like a stonewall." and so was born a name that is to live in histo- ry. Many do not know of Jackson's religious nature, how he refused to march or do battle on Sunday. That he spent hours in prayer and was great student of the Bible. I have an idea that more than a little of his courage and character can be attributed to his religion. Now here we are many years later at LaGrange College where the person who is willing to stand for something besides beer drinking and other lax mora- lity is a rare creation indeed. The idea seems to be going along with the crowd or be left out, and being left out is a fate not many are willing to suffer. How God must long for a Stonewall Freshman, Sophomore, Junior or Senior who will stand against the tide of the students in moral retreat today. There seems to be no compulsion to be an average guy. Someone has said that we should remember that average means the worst of the best and only the best of the worst. What would happen if more stu- dents began to take a stand on the heritage that this college generally ignores and were willing to say no to the crowd. Like the story of Jackson, it might just save the day.

College Perspectives
By Herman T. Hunt Jr.

Reading "Les Conquerants" by Andre Malraux should not surprise one that the Chinese are furious at the Russians. Written in the 1920's, it unfortunately reveals why this nation declined on continued on page 4
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There are independent football, softball teams, etc., for those who would like to join. All dances and social activities paid for by the student activity fee are open to independents. We vote in all elections just as any other person on this campus, regardless of affiliation. Our activity fee also pays for incidentals but for some reason, the fee does not pay for our Quadrangle. What is going on around the Hill. There are independent foot- ball, softball teams, etc., for those who would like to join. All dances and social activities paid for by the student activity fee are open to independents. We vote in all elections just as any other person on this campus, regardless of affiliation. Our activity fee also pays for incidentals but for some reason, the fee does not pay for our Quadrangle. What is going on around the Hill.

Mr. Alvord and Mr. Collum: As an independent, I would require a forgotten people. We, too, help make up the atmosphere regardless of affiliation. It's not all bad. After all, we are you said, social activities mean little or nothing to off-campus people do you think, would show up? And if you don't like its rightful owner. After I had this done a friend told me that you probably kept it. Did you or did you not return it and am I a sucker? My boy friend and I were leaving for home next week, but we plan to see each other over Christmas. I think he is planning on buying me a present, if he buys me an expensive present should I accept it?

Dear Hortense, What is the main stipulation for the floats used in the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California? A—Colombia. B—Chubb Crater in northwestern Quebec, with a diameter of more than two miles. It was explored in 1950. C—The world's largest known meteor crater. D—California?

Dear Hortense, I am in conversation with Mr. Pulkovo. Some time after that you probably kept it. Did you or did you not return it and am I a sucker? My boy friend and I were leaving for home next week, but we plan to see each other over Christmas. I think he is planning on buying me a present, if he buys me an expensive present should I accept it?

Hail Britannia—The British Highwick™

Quick Quiz

Q—What is the world's largest known meteor crater?
A—Clubs Crater in northwestern Quebec, with a diameter of more than two miles. It was explored in 1950.

Q—Which is the only South American country that joins both the Caribbean Sea and the Pacific Ocean?
A—Colombia.

Q—Do any birds have nostrils at the tip of their beak?
A—The kiwi is the only bird that has nostrils at the tip of its bill. The kiwi used its nostrils to smell its food in the thick, wet forests where it lives.

Q—What is the main stipulation for the floats used in the Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena, California?
A—No artificial flowers are allowed. The floats must be completely covered, no part exposed and the flowers must be living.

Q—When was the phrase "under God" added to the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag? A—On June 14, 1954, with the signing of Public Law 366, 83rd Congress, by President Eisenhower.

Q—What city style itself "The Furniture Capital of the World?" A—High Point, N.C.
ANONYMOUS
People say" - trapped emotions grow.
People cry - trapped emotions flow.
People hate - fresh emotions grow.
People love - old emotions flow.
People hate - old emotions grow.
People love - fresh emotions flow.
People hate - fresh new emotions grow.
People love - old fresh emotions flow.

Those who look,
never see.
Those who speak,
never listen.

There are those who look,
but never see.
Those who speak,
yet never listen.

What will I read when I'm old?
What will I mean?

GAY GIBSON'S
"HOLIDAY HIPSTER"

In the beautiful black-and-white grove
there is a dress designed for making lots of holiday whoopee.
The white-blue organza skirt-a double whoop of plums-is edged in black acetate-rayon satin to match the gleaming rank top.

"I tried to get you something I thought you'd enjoy, son!"

AN OPEN LETTER
October 31, 1969
Mr. Bill Frazier
President
Student Government Association
Dear Mr. Frazier:

I will not pretend that the Subcommittee on Publications is not disappointed that the Executive Council of SGA has chosen not to assume the task of selecting the new staff of the Hilltop News. We were, nevertheless, impressed by the soundness of your reasons, and we shall endeavor to justify your expressed confidence in us.

Our success will depend to a great extent on those taking several applicants for the positions, and we should like to request your aid in securing the widest possible publicity for the fact that we are now recruiting possibilities.

We hope, also, that you will encourage qualified students-both male and female-to apply.

Application blanks are available at my office, at that of John V. Myers, and at the Hilltop News.

Sincerely,
John V. Myers
Chairman
Subcommittee on Publications of the Student Affairs Committee
College Perspectives
Continued from page 2
The "ugly Russians" and the "ugly European Communist advisors" with the Chinese are still of interest today.

What is less obvious is why Russia should be so anxious to engage in more than verbal diatribes with its eastern neighbor. The motives of the Russians are extremely interesting. Though there may be other, these potential reasons come to mind.

Disputes may not be a disposal at all but merely a gigantic hoax designed to fool the West into false security. Although available information points to the contrary, the possibility that the Russians have staged the border clashes in collaboration with the Chinese must not be disregarded. There is no underplaying the fact that the Soviets have gone to great lengths to attempt to "infirm" the West of details of the dispute the Chinese have leaked films of the area of the dispute via Hong Kong. We in the West have more public information about this quarter than on almost any other activity in the two countries. Contrast this openness with the consistent refusal of the Soviets to disclose detailed information concerning their space flights. Add the admissions of both Lenin and Mao to devote opponents of Communism, and one can build a very good case for the theory of deception.

If we accept the fact that there is an actual dispute for control of the world communist movement, it is easier to understand why the Soviets would go as far as engaging in conflict to replace Mao with a more sympathetic regime. A hypothesis is that the Soviets, having failed to gain their ends by subterfuge in the recent Chinese "Cultural Revolution," are now attempting to attain the same objectives by pro- voking conflict. An invasion could bring Moscow-trained Chinese subjectiv to Soviet marxists. This would be a repetition of the technique used with such success in the latter stages of World War II in eastern Europe. There are disadvantages to such a course of action. For example, the Soviets are well aware of the Chinese communist army, heavy losses if not military defeat, and economic complications are some of the most obvious.

What makes it go imperative for the Soviets to take action in this area now? It may be that the Soviets, aware of Chinese progress in the development of both missile weapons and missiles, have decided pre-emptive action is necessary. Reports indicate that the area of the dispute is only 800 miles from Lop Nor, the Chinese nuclear test area. Other sources say that the Chinese probably have the capability to produce plutonium by controlled fission, enabling them to manufacture isobars at a much faster rate. No one now credits the Chinese with intercontinental ballistic missiles, but possession of intermediate range missiles by the Chinese would pose a definite threat to the Soviets. This explains recent assertions by both that they would not hesitate to use nuclear weapons. The Soviets have placed a man- ship of rocket troops in command of their side of the disputed area. If true, the Soviets are obviously not willing to risk damage to the USSR resulting from a nuclear exchange, while Soviet units are lim- ited to conventional weapons. Such a nuclear conflict would have a far-reaching effect. It is impossible to predict with security what will happen. In spite of the apparent willingness of both to engage in a nuclear war to the world with information, many details remain shrouded in mystery. As the developments what will ensue: hoax, military power play, or nuclear confrontation? History will record the answer.
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Are You An Individual?

So, you think you are an individual? Perhaps you have never dressed the same or done anything about it. Ever do they brag about the off-brand clothes, who dress the wrong kind, and who can't work at being an individual. The most individual is not working on it. In actuality it is just the opposite. An individual doesn't talk about being one, he just is. But go ahead, pretend to be an individual, work at it real hard. You can be a cowboy, tomorrow, and a pirate the day after that. You might fool yourself, but not those who know you.

BOSTON SHOE SHOP
BEST IN SHOE REPAIR
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
102 MINES ST.
PHONE 4-9404

Are You An Individual?

So, you think you are an individual? Perhaps you have never dressed the same or done anything about it. Ever do they brag about the off-brand clothes, who dress the wrong kind, and who can't work at being an individual. The most individual is not working on it. In actuality it is just the opposite. An individual doesn't talk about being one, he just is. But go ahead, pretend to be an individual, work at it real hard. You can be a cowboy, tomorrow, and a pirate the day after that. You might fool yourself, but not those who know you.

NANCY HART TOUR

The following excerpts were taken from The Atlanta Constitution and Journal. The above marker is located across from the gym.

LAGRANGE, Ga. — LaGrange has instituted a tour which has been named in honor of the first WAC's in the country. LaGrange woman who formed a company of militie in 1863. They called themselves the Nancy Harts in honor of the wife of a Wilkes County politician.

Some say Nancy Hart was red-haired and driven and that she fought ingeniously, once pouring hot water on a group of British soldiers who invaded her tavern. The Georgia Historical Commission of several years ago recorded Nancy Hart as a spy for Col. Dinah Clark and said that more than once she fought along with the men, firing a cannon inside a fort or fighting side by side with her husband.

Hearth. Hearing of the approach of the detachment of Union soldiers, the Nancy Harts quickly mobilized and went out to meet the enemy. But no shots were fired. Col. LaGrange was as inoppor
taneous by his adversaries that he spared the town, destroying only the railroad. And later, it is said that he married a member of the company.

Hear the tour, which is self-guided, was arranged by the LaGrange Chamber of Commerce with some 16 spots of interest marked with a "marker" and a silhouette of a Nancy Hart. Each marker has a number which can be found on a map in a brochure telling something about each place whether it be an asteroid, dune or some of the manufacturing plants that have inside the LaGrange grow from some 30,000.

S.G.A. VOTES

DONATION

Whereas, the Student Government Association of LaGrange College finds itself in a position of extreme financial convenience, i.e., an excessive amount of money due to the activities last May Day which failed to materialize.

Whereas, the Student Government Association feels that this overabundance of funds in our treasury definitively does not constitute an obligation to spend this money merely because it is there, nor do we feel that allocating to campus organizations should be increased in an irrational manner unless the particular request should show a definite and pertinent need that would be so to the benefit of the student body of LaGrange College.

Wheresoe, the nine million dollar program known as the "Margin of Distinction" deserves and deserves the complete support of the student body of LaGrange College.

In the effort to wipe out all re
discord, within over a detach
ing of about 4,000 men under
Col. O. H. LaGrange northeast
to take the little town which had
the colonel's name.

ALREADY boiling a warm
spot in his heart for the town
beneath of its name, Col. La-
Grange found an even better
reason to spare the town. Com-
ing out to meet the colonel's de-
tachment, was the only com-
pany of women soldiers ever
commissioned for duty in Amer-
cia, the Nancy Harts.

The Nancy Harts of the Civil
War period were organized in
1863 to defend the town in the
absence of the men. When the
Civil War was in its swarming
days, a federal army under Gen.
James W. Wilson battled across the
Chattahoochee into Georgia
at Columbus.

The above marker is located across from the gym.
WINNING FLOAT

"Steamball, the Iron Horse," one of the first locomotives in the West and complete with raiding Indians, was judged to be the best float in LaGrange College's Homecoming parade Saturday in LaGrange. Theme of campus and parade for the day was "Wild, Wild West." One of more than 50 units in the parade was the winning float produced by Sigma Chi fraternity and Alpha Phi Beta sorority.

QUEEN

Pretty Debbie Mays, 19 a sophomore of Stockbridge, was crowned Homecoming Queen at LaGrange College Saturday during the traditional Homecoming festivities. Sponsored by Circle K, Kiwanis-sponsored service club, the LC coed was selected from a group of 22 contestants. Other members of the Homecoming court were Shearon Wiggins of Newnan, Bonnie Pound of Atlanta, Nancy Right of Lavette, and Elizabeth Dupree of Augusta, while Paula Klein of Orlando, Fla., was named "Miss Congeniality."
On Tuesday of last week the mighty "Green Wave" met the "Raiders" in our athletic field. It was a new side for the Pi Kaps, with two interceptions by Ken Keller, one for a touch-down, the other to the wrecking crew's five yard line. Under the quarterbacking of "Holy Wave" Mason the "Green Wave" seemed to have every thing working for them.

The second half proved a little more successful for both teams. Kappa Sig moved the ball well enough to score if the half time score was 0-0.

On Thursday, November 20, the last ball game of the season before Thanksgiving, a Merry Christmas, and the happiest New Year. We understand that the group also found time to help relocate some lost turkeys, and minks.

Christian Witness continued from page 2

Most of all, I think we should be thankful for the privilege we have had in sharing the lives of our fellow students and ask God's favor on them. Until we next meet in January, I wish you a very wonderful Thanksgiving, a Merry Christmas, and the happiest New Year.

With basketball season underway, the question 1—at what about the Patriots? Coach Mariotti replied, "The boys look a lot better than last years team. We've got four boys returning and with Sidney Smith and Bob Eble (both 6'7") under the boards we look even better. Even though we lost one of our finest prospects in Rick Massey, we'll continue with our neverless and fresh men. Clay Clark will be out because of an operation on his knee."

As to how the Fresh men feel, Mariotti replied, "Well, Dennis Herron won't be eligible until January. He transferred, but for Dick Kenney (Jacksonville), Frank Parsons, and Luther Tison (transfers from Young Harris) we've got three for them. Last week the Georgia Intercolligiate Conference rated us 5th in the conference under Valdosta State, Berry, West Georgia, and Piedmont."

"The boys seem to have a lot more spirit and a better attitude towards winning this season. They've been giving 100% in practices these past weeks. I'm sure all the boys will play a lot of basketball regardless of who starts the game. I am pleased with my new freshmen transfer boys but, my four returners look even better than last year. The new school schedule (early Christmas break) caused us to schedule three tournaments before Christmas which is a lot for the boys and their vacations. But, I feel I have one of the best teams I've had in past years." 

Be sure and support your team this season.

SEAL continued from page 1

The educational system in her country, she formerly taught Arabic language and literature in her hometown.

Oxford of SEAL announced their plans to attend the Student Leadership Conference at Rock Eagle, October 17-18. Dr. Shadickford will accompany the group to the state-wide meeting.

The purpose of the leadership conference is to provide SEAL officers with professional and interesting guidance in the effective functions of their respective offices, Dr. Shadickford said.

Dating Club continued from page 1

Our last Campus Choice of Fall Quarters is Nancy Key. Nancy comes to us from Manchester, Ga., and is 19. She is an Art major and serves as Social Chairman for Alpha Kappa Theta. She is also a member of the Art League. Her interest lie in a certain ceiling.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

AN INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS AND HOME OWNERS

LaGrange, Georgia

Member F.D.I.C.